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Transient Thermal Response of
Turbulent Compressible Boundary
Layers
A numerical method is developed with the capability to predict transient thermal bound-
ary layer response under various flow and thermal conditions. The transient thermal
boundary layer variation due to a moving compressible turbulent fluid of varying tem-
perature was numerically studied on a two-dimensional semi-infinite flat plate. The com-
pressible Reynolds-averaged boundary layer equations are transformed into incompress-
ible form through the Dorodnitsyn–Howarth transformation and then solved with
similarity transformations. Turbulence is modeled using a two-layer eddy viscosity model
developed by Cebeci and Smith, and the turbulent Prandtl number formulation originally
developed by Kays and Crawford. The governing differential equations are discretized
with the Keller-box method. The numerical accuracy is validated through grid-
independence studies and comparison with the steady state solution. In turbulent flow as
in laminar, the transient heat transfer rates are very different from that obtained from
quasi-steady analysis. It is found that the time scale for response of the turbulent bound-
ary layer to far-field temperature changes is 40% less than for laminar flow, and the
turbulent local Nusselt number is approximately 4 times that of laminar flow at the final
steady state. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003571�
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Introduction
Transient heat transfer is often experienced by thermal systems

uch as heat exchangers, nuclear reactors, turbomachine blades,
ombustion engines, and various nonsteady flow devices. The de-
ign and operation of such devices require the accurate prediction
f the time-varying thermal response and cyclic thermal loading.
revious work on transient convective hear transfer includes di-
ensional analysis of unsteady turbulent boundary layer equa-

ions �1�, transient heat transfer in internal combustion engines
2�, numerical analysis of heat transfer in intensely pulsating tur-
ulent pipe flow �3�, and experimental investigation of heat trans-
er in pulsating pipe flow at varying frequency and Reynolds num-
ers �4�.

Of particular interest for the present work is the flow of gases of
arying temperature, which occurs in regenerative heat exchang-
rs �5�, shock tubes �6�, and wave rotors �7�. Using confined com-
ustion, a wave rotor combustor can achieve significant pressure
ain and potentially reduce gas turbine engine fuel consumption
nd carbon dioxide emissions by about 20% �8�. Wave rotors uti-
ize compressible gas flows, and their inlet port flow fields are
ikely turbulent in most applications �9�. Turbulence is also im-
ortant for on-rotor combustion �10�. Further, as cold and hot
ases periodically pass through the wave rotor channels, the tem-
erature differences in the gas flow may be significant relative to
he absolute temperatures, indicating significant gas density varia-
ion. Therefore, the flow compressibility and turbulence in such
evices must be considered to predict the heat transfer rate accu-
ately in magnitude and phase variation during the transient heat
ransfer process.

The unsteady thermal response due to a moving incompressible
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laminar fluid of varying temperature was previously numerically
investigated on a 2D semi-infinite flat plate, demonstrating that
both the magnitude and the direction of heat transfer can be sig-
nificantly different from quasi-steady models commonly used
�11�. In this paper, the transient turbulent thermal boundary layer
due to a moving compressible fluid of varying temperature is nu-
merically studied on a two-dimensional semi-infinite flat plate.
The momentum and energy equations become coupled and must
be solved simultaneously. The turbulence is modeled using a two-
layer eddy viscosity model developed by Cebeci and Smith �12�,
and the turbulent Prandtl number formulation originally devel-
oped by Kays and Crawford �13�. The governing differential equa-
tions are discretized with the Keller-box method. The numerical
accuracy is ensured by a grid-independence study and validated
by comparison with a steady state solution. It is found that the
transient time scale for turbulent flow is 40% less than for laminar
flow, and the turbulent local Nusselt number is approximately 4
times that of laminar flow at the final steady states.

2 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
Transient heat flux is produced when a step change in the far-

field temperature is convected past a 2D semi-infinite flat plate. A
schematic of the convected temperature change as a discontinuity
approaches the leading edge of a plate is shown in Fig. 1, along
with the boundary layer on the plate, including the boundary layer
transition from laminar to turbulent.

Pressure variations are neglected in this study and the velocity
far from the plate is assumed constant. The far-field fluid-
temperature and velocity are initially uniform. At time t=0, the
incoming far-field flow has a sudden temperature step change
while the plate remains at rest at its initial temperature. As this
step change in temperature sweeps past the plate, the heat flux to
the plate responds in a transient manner.

To apply the similarity transformation, the two-dimensional
Reynolds-averaged boundary layer equations are written in non-
dimensional form as follows:
• continuity equation
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• equation of state

p̂ = �̂� �4�

The dimensionless variables defined in the governing equations
re

X =
x

L
, Y =

y

L
	ReL, U =

u

uR
, V =

v
uR

	ReL

� =
tuR

L
, � =

T

TR
, �̂ =

�

�R
, p̂ =

p

pR
, �̂ =

�

�R
�5�

ReL =
uRL�R

�R
, Pr =

cp�R

k
, TR =

uR
2

R

The reference velocity uR is selected as the freestream velocity
hile the plate length L is used as the reference length. The ex-
ression for the reference temperature TR is derived from a non-
imensional analysis of the energy equation. The linear
hapman–Rubesin viscosity law is assumed and the dimension-

ess kinematic viscosity is expressed as

�̂ =
�

�R
=

T

TR
= � �6�

By combining this expression with the ideal gas relation, the
hapman–Rubesin density-viscosity relation can be derived from
q. �6�

�̂�̂ = p̂ �7�

In the governing equations, �̂V is the nondimensionlized term
efined as

�̂V = �̂V + �̂�V� �8�
The prime marks here denote fluctuations while the bars denote

eynolds-averaged quantities. �̂eff is the nondimensionlized effec-

ig. 1 Convected far-field temperature step change and the
oundary layer transition on a 2D semi-infinite flat plate
ive turbulent eddy viscosity defined as
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�̂eff = �̂ + �̂t �9�

where Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number defined as the ratio of
eddy kinematic viscosity to eddy heat diffusivity, where the eddy
kinematic viscosity �t and the turbulent eddy heat diffusivity �h
are defined as

�t =
− u�v�

�u/�y
�10�

and

�h =
− T�v�

�T/�y
�11�

The governing equations are subject to the following initial and
boundary conditions:

• initial condition

U�X,Y = 0, � � 0� = 0

V�X,Y = 0, � � 0� = 0
�12�

U�X,Y → �, � � 0� = Ue

��X,Y → �, � � 0� = �e1

• boundary conditions
• at the wall

U�X,Y = 0,�� = 0

V�X,Y = 0,�� = 0 �13�

��X,Y = 0,�� = �w

• at the freestream

U�X,Y → �� = Ue

��X 	 �, Y → �, � 
 0� = �e2 �14�

��X � �, Y → �, � 
 0� = �e1

where �e1 and �e2 refer to the freestream temperature before
and after the step change, respectively.

It is often useful to transform the governing equations with
similarity variables to allow generalized solutions. There are sev-
eral transformations that can simplify the compressible governing
equations such as the Dorodnitsyn–Howarth transformation, the
von Mises transformation, and the Crocco transformation �14�.
The Dorodnitsyn–Howarth transformation is applied in this study.
The essence of this transformation is to remove the density from
most of the terms in the compressible governing equations and
reduce them to incompressible form. The Dorodnitsyn–Howarth
transformation was initially derived for laminar compressible
flow; however, it has been shown that it is also applicable to
turbulent compressible flow �15�.

A mass-weighted normal distance is introduced in the transfor-
mation, which integrates the density across the boundary layer

Y� =

0

Y
�

�R
dY =


0

Y

�̂dY �15�

Following the transformation, the governing equations are
changed to the following:

• continuity equation

�U

�X
+

�V�

�Y�
= 0 �16�

•
 x-momentum equation
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�U

��
+ U

�U

�X
+ V�

�U

�Y�
=

�

�Y���̂�̂eff
�U

�Y�� �17�

• energy equation

��

��
+ U

��

�X
+ V�

��

�Y�
=

�

�Y���̂� �̂

Pr
+

�̂t

Prt
� ��

�Y��
+

� − 1

�
�̂�̂eff� �U

�Y��2

�18�

It is seen that the continuity equation is reduced to a form
imilar to that in incompressible flow. The stream function con-
ept, which is defined so as to satisfy the two-dimensional incom-
ressible continuity equation, can therefore be introduced as U
�� /�Y� and V�=−�� /�X.
The similarity transformation provides a great advantage in the

olution of laminar flow problems for which the velocity profiles
ay be approximated as being similar. Similarity transformations

re also helpful for solving nonsimilar flows in both the laminar
nd turbulent regimes. To apply the similarity method, the incom-
ressible Falkner–Skan transformation is introduced in its un-
teady form to define the boundary layer similarity variable  and
he nondimensional reduced stream function f

 = Y�	1

X
�19�

nd

� = 	Xf�X,,�� �20�
Based on the above definitions, the governing equations, Eqs.

16�–�18�, are transformed as follows:

• momentum equation

�Af��� +
1

2
f� = X� f�

� f�

�X
− f�

� f

�X
+

� f�

��
� �21�

• energy equation

�B���� +
� − 1

�
A�f��2 +

1

2
f�� = X� f�

��

�X
− ��

� f

�X
+

��

��
�
�22�

The number of prime marks on f and � denotes here the degree
f differentiation with respect to . The parameters A and B are
efined to account for compressibility effects

A = �̂�̂�1 + �̂t
+� = p̂�1 + �̂t

+�

nd

B =
�̂�̂

Pr
�1 +

�̂t
+Pr

Prt
� =

p̂

Pr
�1 +

�̂t
+Pr

Prt
� �23�

here �̂t
+ is the dimensionless eddy kinematic viscosity, which is

efined as

�̂t
+ =

�̂t

�̂
�24�

The initial conditions are similar to Eq. �12� while the hydro-
ynamic boundary conditions are transformed from Eqs. �13� and
14� as follows:

• at the wall

f�X,0,�� = f��X,0,�� = 0 �25�
• at the freestream
f��X,�,�� = 1 �26�
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The thermal boundary conditions are also obtained from Eqs.
�13� and �14�, however, a dimensionless temperature ratio � is
introduced as �= ��−�e1� / ��w−�e1� to quantify the temperature
step change. With this new variable, the thermal boundary condi-
tions are changed to

��X 	 �,�, � 
 0� =
�e2 − �e1

�w − �e1
= Rt

��X 
 �,�, � 
 0� = 0 �27�

��X,0,�� = 1.0

3 Turbulence Modeling
The sophistication of a turbulence model should match the

complexity of the flow and the required knowledge of the flow
field. In the applications considered here, abrupt changes in tem-
perature are considered but not rapid changes in velocity that are
likely to generate complex turbulent flows. Freestream turbulence
is also not considered; thus, the established models of boundary
layer turbulence are deemed appropriate. With application of
boundary layer theory, the current work focuses on understanding
the time dependent variation of the heat transfer between the flow
and the wall in a known constant flow field. A simple algebraic
mixing-length turbulence model is considered sufficient for under-
standing the global characteristics of the transient heat transfer
�16�. While there are several eddy viscosity models, the formula-
tion developed by Cebeci and Smith �12� is one of the simplest
models with acceptable accuracy in a wide range of flow condi-
tions and for many engineering problems �17�. It has been previ-
ously applied to calculate unsteady flow fields �18� and heat trans-
fer problems �19�. In Cebeci’s model, the turbulent boundary layer
is treated as a composite layer. The inner and outer regions are
represented by separate semi-empirical analytical expressions.
The interface between these two regions is defined through the
continuity of the eddy viscosity.

A number of different turbulent Prandtl number formulations
have been proposed. Often, the turbulent Prandtl number is treated
as a constant close to unity or as a function of distance y from the
wall and of molecular Prandtl number. In this study, a turbulent
Prandtl number model originally developed by Kays and Craw-
ford �13� and extended by Weigand et al. �20� is applied.

The fully developed turbulent boundary layer is generally pre-
ceded by a laminar boundary layer followed by a transitional re-
gion. The on-set of laminar-turbulent transition is determined by
the Reynolds number, the turbulent intensity in the freestream, the
pressure distribution in the external flow, the roughness of the
wall, and the wall heating/cooling conditions �21�. These factors
have complex influences on transition. In this study, an abrupt
laminar-to-turbulence transition location is specified at a fixed lo-
cation. The transition Reynolds number is calculated based on the
transition location and the freestream flow properties at the initial
steady state.

4 Numerical Discretization
The transformed governing equations are solved by the Keller-

box numerical discretization method �22,23�. Based on this
method, a system of first-order partial differential equations is
formed by introducing new dependent variables. All derivatives
are approximated by implicit centered-differencing at the center of
the -x grid rectangle. The derived system of nonlinear algebraic
equations is then linearized with Newton’s method and solved
with an efficient block tridiagonal elimination method �17�.

The numerical study of the transient thermal boundary layer
response due to a step change in the far-field temperature is per-
formed on a 2D semi-infinite flat plate. The working fluid is air
with constant molecular Prandtl number �Pr=0.705� and

temperature-dependent dynamic viscosity. The boundary layer
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omentum and energy equations are coupled by the equation of
tate expressing the density variation. This coupling makes the
omentum equation unsteady even when the freestream velocity

s assumed constant.
The sudden change of the freestream temperature introduces a

arge temperature gradient within the thermal boundary layer. As
ime progresses, this temperature gradient moves through the
oundary layer, starting from the leading edge and moving down-
tream. At long times, after the flow has passed a given x location,
he heat flux approaches the steady heat flux corresponding to the
ew freestream temperature. To resolve the thermal boundary
ayer adequately, the grid is stretched in the  direction with �
0.0001 at the wall and a stretch ratio 1.01. In laminar flow, 99%
f the freestream velocity is reached at a constant dimensionless
oundary layer thickness of approximately e=8.0. In contrast,
he required e of a turbulent boundary layer will increase with
istance x from the leading edge, in order to keep the far-field
oundary layer shear stress f��=e� less than a specified value at a

pecific x location �17,19� for adequate accuracy. For conve-
ience, the computational domain is extended to e=41 in the 
irection, which can fully cover the boundary layer thickness
ariation over the selected plate length.

The velocity and temperature field are solved with uniform grid
pacing in the X and � directions with ��=�X=0.001, so that the
ourant number is 1.0. The temperature jump in the incoming
uid is treated as a parameter, as noted below. The calculations are
erformed from the leading edge �x=0.0 m� as laminar flow up to
=0.35 m. The laminar to turbulent transitional occurs at x
0.04 m. Numerical accuracy is verified by computing on finer

patial and temporal grids until no significant solution change was
bserved.

Applicable experimental work on transient turbulent heat trans-
er on a flat plate was not found for validation of the transient
omputational method. Instead, the numerical method and the
mplementation of turbulent boundary layer models were tested by
omparing with other published work for steady turbulent com-
ressible flow and flow friction predictions �19�, before extending
t to transient problems.

Results and Discussion
The convected far-field temperature step change problem is

haracterized by the dimensionless time ratio �+=Uet /x. The dis-
urbance generated at the far-field travels with freestream velocity

e, and reaches a specific x location at �+=1.0. Upon its arrival,
he thermal boundary layer begins the transition from its initial
teady state toward the final ultimate steady state under the new
hermal boundary conditions. The computational domain in this
tudy is confined in the region upstream of the traveling tempera-
ure wave front ��+�1.0�.

Two different cases of thermal boundary conditions are consid-
red in this study: �1� a change in direction of fluid-plate tempera-
ure difference and heat transfer �case T-600-300-450� and �2� a
ecrease in magnitude of fluid-plate temperature difference but
ith the same direction of heat transfer �case T-500-400-300�.
In case T-600-300-450, the freestream temperature is initially at

00 K and, thereafter, step changes to 300 K upon the thermal
ontact surface arrival. The plate remains at 450 K during the
ntire thermal transition. Shown in Fig. 2 are the thermal bound-
ry layer temperature profiles for case T-600-300-450 at several
nstants of times at a given X location �X=0.16, i.e., x=0.16 m
ith a reference length of 1.0 m�. The transition Reynolds number

alculated based on the initial freestream temperature is Retr
2.1�105. The uniform freestream velocity is set to 313 m/s,
orresponding to M =0.9 at a far-field temperature at 300 K.

Case T-600-300-450 has a temperature step change ratio RT
2.0. The temperature difference between the wall and the

reestream changes sign during the thermal transition. The thermal
+
esponse starts at � =1. The transient thermal boundary layer ap-

81701-4 / Vol. 133, AUGUST 2011
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proaches its ultimate steady state �which is defined as the state
when the transient local Nusselt number reaches 99.9% that of the
final steady state� very closely by �+=1.5. Comparing with previ-
ously reported laminar thermal boundary layer transition time
scale estimated at �+=2.5 �11�, the turbulent thermal boundary
layer transition is much faster. The fast thermal boundary layer
transition of turbulent flow is attributed to the much larger turbu-
lent mixing rates compared with the relatively low molecular dif-
fusion rate.

The thermal response occurs first in the outer boundary layer
region, which adjusts to the new far-field boundary condition rap-
idly. The inner part of the boundary layer remains close to its
initial steady state. A temperature extremum is formed between
these two regions. Based on its conventional definition, the heat
transfer coefficient becomes negative during this transient process.

Comparing with laminar flow �dotted curve at �+=1.01�, the
enhanced turbulent mixing rate makes the temperature profile
more flat in the region close to the plate. At the steady state, the
turbulent temperature profile is convex/concave at =2.0 and the
temperature distribution becomes more uniform beyond this point.
At the final state, the thermal boundary layer thickness for turbu-
lent flow is approximately 4 times that of the laminar flow in the
transformed coordinate.

Affected by the related density variation, the velocity profile
also goes through a transition. The corresponding boundary layer
velocity profiles during the transition from initial steady state to
the final steady state at �+=1.5 are shown in Fig. 3.

The scaled local Nusselt number after the nondimensionaliza-
tion and similarity transformation is expressed as

Fig. 2 Transient temperature profiles for case T-600-300-450
with temperature step change ratio RT=2.0

Fig. 3 Transient velocity profiles for case T-600-300-450 with

temperature step change ratio RT=2.0
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Nu�x,t�Rex
−1/2 =

− 	�̂e�̂w

��w − �e�
� ��

�
�

=0

=
− 	�̂e�̂w

1 − Rt
� ��

�
�

=0

�28�
The scaled nondimensional local Nusselt number variation for

ase T-600-300-450 is shown in Fig. 4. The laminar flow case
-600-300-450 is plotted for the comparison. For each case, the

ocal Nusselt number becomes negative at the beginning of ther-
al transition ��+
1� until the temperature extremum disappears

as shown in Fig. 2� in the later transient stages. The local Nusselt
umbers for laminar and turbulent flows overlap during the early
ransient stages. The laminar flow may have a higher heat transfer
ate at some time ranges. Upon reaching their final ultimate steady
tates, the turbulent local Nusselt number is approximately 4 times
hat of laminar flow.

ig. 4 Scaled nondimensional local Nusselt number transient
ariation for turbulent flow case T-600-300-450 and laminar flow
ase L-600-300-450 with temperature step change ratio RT
2.0
Fig. 5 Temperature contours for case T-600-300-4

ournal of Heat Transfer
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As shown in Fig. 2, for both flows, initially, the temperature
gradient adjacent to the wall remains at its initial steady state
while the temperature difference between the wall and the
freestream has already changed direction. The local Nusselt num-
ber, based conventionally on the boundary layer temperature dif-
ference, becomes negative by definition but has little change for
the beginning short time period. For laminar flow, this time period
ranges from �+=1.0 to �+=1.2, which indicates that the flow field
close to the plate has little temperature change during this period.
However, such time period for turbulent flow is much shorter.

The thermal transition time is defined from the initiation of the
freestream temperature step change to the final ultimate steady
state. The thermal transition times are different between laminar
and turbulent flows �Fig. 4�. Turbulent flow takes 1.5 ms to com-
plete its thermal transition while laminar flow takes longer time at
2.5 ms.

To better illustrate the transient thermal boundary layer varia-
tion, color-shaded contour plots of temperature at different times
are plotted in the physical x, y, and t domains in Fig. 5. The
temperature contours are plotted at the time that corresponds to
the �+ values in Fig. 2, i.e., the initial steady state, �+=1.01 and
�+=1.2 at the location x=0.16 m. The last plot at �+=2.5 repre-
sents the time when the new steady states are established in most
of the selected computational domain.

The initial steady state is shown in Fig. 5�a�. The transition
starts at time t=0 when the freestream temperature step change
convects from the far-field to the leading edge. The contact sur-
face, which separates the two fluids with different temperatures,
moves at the freestream velocity. In the freestream, the hot fluid is
pushed downstream by the incoming cold fluid. Shown in Fig.
5�b� is the moment immediately after the contact surface passes
x=0.16 m at time t=0.52 ms. Due to viscous effects, some fluid
with hot temperature is retained in the region immediately up-
stream of the contact surface, which temporarily induces a bidi-
rectional heat transfer. Figure 5�c� shows the contact surface con-
50 with temperature step change ratio RT=2.0

AUGUST 2011, Vol. 133 / 081701-5
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ected further downstream to x=0.19 m at t=0.61 ms. Figure
�d� shows the moment when the contact surface has been com-
letely swept out of the computational domain.

It may be noted that temperature is shown only in the dimen-
ional computational domain, which is determined by the specifi-
ation of e=41. The real physical flow domain extends into the
reestream, as illustrated in Fig. 5�c�. The curvilinear shapes of the
imensional computational domain in the temperature contours
re determined by the flow thermal properties as well as the lon-
itudinal distance away from the leading edge.

The transient variation of the local Nusselt number is ultimately
etermined by the temperature variation within the thermal
oundary layer; therefore, the differences of local Nusselt number
ariation between laminar and turbulent flows are also reflected in
heir temperature contours. The temperature contours when the
hermal contact surface arrives at x=0.16 m are shown in Fig. 6
or laminar and turbulent flows. The temperature levels are scaled
etween 300 K and 500 K, in order to make the thermal boundary
ayer region near the thermal contact surface more distinguish-
ble.

In turbulent flow, the retained hot gas is aggregated in a region
lose to the contact surface while for laminar flow, this retained
ot gas penetrates much further upstream of the contact surface.
he unique feature of the retained hot gas distribution for laminar
nd turbulent flows determines the important transient time scale
ifference between the two flows. It is clear that the further the
enetration of the retained hot gas upstream of the contact surface,
he longer the time required to sweep out the previous thermal
oundary condition effect and to re-establish the new steady state.
his explains why the thermal transition time for laminar flow

akes longer than for turbulent flow. On the other hand, as the
revious thermal boundary condition has smaller impact for tur-
ulent flow, the response to the freestream temperature step
hange for turbulent flow is much faster than for laminar flow. It
ay be noted that the local Nusselt number begins responding

elatively early for turbulent flow, whereas it remains constant for

Fig. 6 Temperature contour comparison be
significant time for laminar flow, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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As a comparison, case T-500-400-300 with a temperature step
change ratio RT=0.5 is studied to illustrate the thermal response
when the heat is monotonically transferred in the initial direction
during the thermal transient. In this case, the freestream tempera-
ture is initially at 500 K and, thereafter, step changes to 400 K
upon arrival of the thermal contact surface. The plate remains at
300 K. The transition Reynolds number calculated based on the
initial freestream temperature is Retr=2.9�105. The transient tur-
bulent temperature profiles at different �+ are shown in Fig. 7,
together with the comparison of laminar flow at �+=1.01. Similar
to that described in the RT=2.0 case, the transient temperature
profiles at RT=0.5 has a temperature extremum at some  during
the thermal transient but becomes monotone again in the final
steady state. The extremum disappears as it reaches the wall. At
the wall, the direction of heat transfer remains the same but the
magnitude changes; the conventional heat transfer coefficient, as
defined by the far-field temperature, remains positive.

een cases T-600-300-450 and L-600-300-450

Fig. 7 Transient temperature profiles for case T-500-400-300
tw
with temperature step change ratio RT=0.5
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The transient temperature contours are plotted in Fig. 8. Similar
o the previous cases, in the region immediately upstream of the
ontact surface, the flow with temperature higher than the incom-
ng freestream temperature is retained due to the flow viscosity.
his hot fluid hinders the formation of the thermal boundary layer
eveloped under the new boundary conditions.

The scaled nondimensional local Nusselt number variation is
hown in Fig. 9 with the comparison for laminar flow. As the
uid-temperature difference does not change sign, the Nusselt
umber remains positive. The heat transfers monotonically from
he fluid to the plate, with only the magnitude of the heat transfer

Fig. 8 Temperature contours for case T-500-40

ig. 9 Scaled nondimensional local Nusselt number transient
ariation for turbulent flow case T-500-400-300 and laminar flow
ase L-500-400-300 with temperature step change ratio RT

0.5

ournal of Heat Transfer
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rate varying during the thermal transition. The Nusselt number has
a sudden jump at the beginning and then gradually decreases to
reach its final steady state value.

6 Conclusion
The transient thermal response due to a far-field flow tempera-

ture step change is numerically studied on a 2D semi-infinite flat
plate for turbulent compressible flow. The heat transfer changes
both in magnitude and in direction during thermal boundary layer
transition, which underscores the need to avoid quasi-steady ap-
proximation. Compared with the laminar flow case, the turbulent
flow is predicted to have a shorter thermal transition time and a
significantly higher heat transfer rate. Nevertheless, the transition
time is still significant relative to the cyclic time of gas tempera-
ture variation in wave rotors.

The turbulent compressible flow assumption reflects realistic
flow conditions of unsteady energy conversion devices. Accurate
knowledge of unsteady turbulent heat transfer will enhance the
understanding of transient heat transfer characteristics in unsteady
flow devices, such as the wave rotor, to improve their design,
safety, and transient operation while providing accurate perfor-
mance evaluation.
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Nomenclature
A ,B � coefficient in the transformed compressible

equation
f � nondimensional reduced stream function
h � heat transfer coefficient

00 with temperature step change ratio RT=0.5
0-3
k � thermal conductivity
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L � characteristic length
Nu � Nusselt number

p � pressure
q � heat transfer rate

Re � Reynolds number
RT � temperature step change ratio

Pr,Prt � Prandtl number and turbulent Prandtl number
T � temperature
t � time

u ,U � longitude velocity
v ,V � transverse velocity
x ,X � longitude coordinate
y ,Y � transverse coordinate

Y� � mass-weighted normal distance
 � similarity variable
� � density
� � kinematic viscosity

� ,� � dimensionless temperature
� � dimensionless time
� � stream function

�+ � dimensionless time, relative to local contact
surface arrival

ubscripts
e � freestream

eff � effective turbulent quantities
t � turbulent

w � wall
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